
THE BEATITUDES...THE HEART OF A CHRISTIAN     LESSON 7 
 

THE PURE... A HEART CLEANSED AND UNDIVIDED 
 

"BLESSED ARE THE PURE IN HEART, FOR THEY SHALL SEE GOD." Matt 5:8 
 
 
Martin Lloyd-Jones believed that Matt 5:8 was one of the greatest "utterances to be found 
anywhere...in scripture".   If this be true, then why does it appear so late in the list of Beatitudes? 
Because Jesus wanted it exactly where it appears.  Remember, He did not select these statements at 
random.  He had a definite sequence in mind.  Let's review. 
 
The first three Beatitudes addressed our need and our consciousness of that need:   1)  Those who are 
"Poor in spirit"...a heart on its knees;  2)  Those who "Mourn"...a heart tearful over sin;  and 3)  Those 
who are "Meek"...a heart unimpressed with itself. 
 
Jesus tells us next how to satisfy that need:  Those who "hunger and thirst for righteousness".  It's a 
heart that pursues. Pursues after what?  The only thing that will satisfy the aching 
heart...RIGHTEOUSNESS.  "For they shall be satisfied." 
 
 From here on we are looking at the result of that satisfaction...the result of being filled.  In other words, 
something changes in the inner being.  We begin to see certain qualities arise within us.    Last lesson we 
learned that mercy becomes a part of our lives.  Mercy is God's response to the needs of man.  The 
Christian heart responds the same...like God, we begin to respond to the needs of others. 
 
Today, we look at the "Pure in Heart".  As we have discussed in previous lessons, the heart is the "core" 
or "center" of our very being and includes the emotions, intellect and will.  It is the source of our every 
activity and thought.  So Jesus is telling us that blessed are those whose heart is "pure".  What does He 
mean? 
 
The word used here has two meanings:  1)  Single or undivided.  A pure heart is one that is no longer 
divided...no longer divided between God and the world...no longer divided between God and self.  It is a 
heart that is fixed only on Jesus.  2)  Holy. Like "pure" gold which has no impurities, so a "pure" heart has 
no defilement.  It is a heart that is cleansed. 
 
A "pure heart" is, therefore,  a heart that seeks to glorify God in holiness and single-minded devotion.  It 
is a heart that does not involve itself with the lusts of the world or with the desires of the flesh.  Instead, 
it is a heart that lives for God and God alone.  It is a heart that regards God as its highest good and seeks 
to please God in every way. 
 
Where is your heart?  Where is mine?  Do we fix our hope on God? Do we seek Him alone?  Consider the 
words of the apostle John: "Beloved now we are children of God and it has not appeared as yet what we 
will be.  We know that when He appears, we will be like Him, because we will see Him just as He is.  And 
everyone who has this hope fixed on Him purifies himself, just as He is pure." Let's FIX our eyes on 
Jesus.  Only then will our hearts be "pure".       


